English

This half term all of our text drivers
will link to the topic of space. We will
begin by writing a recount of our
experience in the space dome. We will
then move on to fiction based writing,
including character descriptions,
retelling stories and creating alternative
endings. We will also revisit letter
writing. Our text drivers include: Man
On The Moon- Simon Bartram and
information texts about space.

Science

In science we will be
recapping everyday
materials. We will link
this to our space topic
thinking about
suitability of materials
and carrying out
experiments and
observation.

DT

This half term we will
be designing and
making moon buggies.
We will work carefully to
create moving parts and
decorate them

Year 2

Maths

Summer term
1
Topic:-Space

History

This half term we will be
learning about changes
within living memory, the
first Man on the moon,
significant people such as
Neil Armstrong and Tim
Peake, we will make
comparisons and find out
new facts and
information.

Computing

We will start with returning
to E-Safety and how to use
the internet appropriately.
We will then move onto data
handling and sorting linked
to maths

We will be strengthening our knowledge
of number and place value, addition
and subtraction. We will link this to
number bonds and practice using a
variety of methods to solve problems. We
will then move on to fractions,
recapping halves ¼, 2/4 and ¾, we will
also begin to look at thirds. Finally we
will move onto measurement, measuring
and comparing capacity and reading
scales.

Geography

In geography we will
recapping and
consolidating our
learning from last half
term. This will include
countries around the
equator and making
comparisons between the
UK and Australia

Music

We will be using a
variety of instruments to
create pieces of music
linked to space. We will
revisit using symbols to
record, tempo and
dynamics.

PSHCE

In PSHCE we will be
taking part in circle
time sessions and
learning about harmful
substances

PE

This half term we will
be learning games skills
linked to hockey and
team races.

Year 2 Spring term 2- How can you help your
child’s learning at home?
Research

Make

Can you make a rocket
using junk modelling?
Can you include all the
main parts? Can you
create a space picture
using chalk?

Number
Can you recall
number bonds to 20?
Can you count in 2’s
5’s and 10’s?

Can you research some
amazing facts all about
space?

Design

Can you design your
own menu for an
astronaut eating in
space? Can you think
about what will be
healthy?

Read

Write

Can you write a letter
to an astronaut in
space? Can you ask
questions and tell him
about earth?

Can you read some
information books about
space? Can you find
some fiction books set
in space or about space?

Space

Suitable

Recount

Travel

New vocabulary

Materials

Astronaut

Number
bonds

Fractions

